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A BETTER BUSINESS PLAN 

What changes do you need to
make to your business plan in a
tough market? Most likely, the
same changes you need to make
in your business plan in a GOOD
market, but you just don’t notice
them so much! 

The first three items that I help all of my coaching clients with are the
following:

1. Developing better seller lead generation systems – What have
you been thinking about doing? Putting your database in order, or
attaching it to better software? Maybe you need a better contact ratio?
Maybe you need to mix it up with phone, E-mail, and direct mail? Maybe
you need to time block it so it gets done every week? My coaching
clients do something on their database every day, and my systems make
it almost painless. 

Maybe you need to go after the people who have already identified
themselves as sellers? FSBOs and expireds are two of these most
common groups. If you approached them with a better and more unique
method than your competition, you would be talking to more of them.

Maybe you need to start contacting groups that have a higher propensity
for selling like mature people in big houses or out-of-state owners? A
regular regimen directed at these groups with value-added services
makes your phone ring off the hook! 

People who work my systems understand that when you are making a
listing presentation almost every day – your problems tend to go away.
What’s that you said? There are already a bunch of listings with cement-
head sellers and buyers who want 70% off? Hang in there and read the
next point!

2. Determining buyer and seller motivation early -- You have to work
with clients who have a reason to buy or sell. In the great market of
05/06, everyone wanted to be involved in a real estate transaction, and
you took everything because of the amazing record prices and motivated
buyers. 

Now, you can only take reasonable clients who have a real reason to
move. How do you find them? Well, get more clients! As discussed
earlier in the first point, you are going to be talking to more sellers. if they
do not get the new market realities and really don't have a reason to
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understand them in the first place, you get to nicely walk away. And you
can do that when you have another listing presentation tomorrow! Simply
say, “I don't think I have the tools necessary to achieve your goal, but let
me suggest an agent that I think would work very hard for you..."

3. Writing tighter contracts – Quit hoping something will close, and
stack the odds in the favor of you and your client. Implement larger
deposits, shorter closing times, shorter contingency dates, less personal
property negotiation, pre-done inspections, and the closing team that you
trust. The days of just waiting for it to close are over, because the
motivation is less for most buyers/sellers. 

You do these three things starting today, and you will be on the road to
making more money in a slower market. Maybe more than when the
market was not so slow!

• Download this printer-friendly version of our newsletter in PDF
format

• View Archived Newsletters by clicking here.

• Are you thinking about hiring Walter for your next event?  Click here.

If you are receiving this issue as a forward and would like to get your own
free subscription, click here to sign up.

  THE BEST OF "ASK WALLY"

 

Q. Walter, 

My name is Jon Michael, and I am an agent with XXXXX Realty in NJ. I was wondering what advice you
have for an office now open for 6 months that is only slowly generating business. I understand that the
market is not the best it has ever been; most would say it is a soft market or a buyer’s market. How can our
company generate more buyer leads? Or what can we do to generate more business, that is to say how can
we generate business more efficiently? How can we get more serious clients to walk through our doors? Any

advice you can give would be much appreciated during these somewhat lean times. Thank you in advance for any advice
and wisdom you can extend to myself and my coworkers. 

Sincerely yours, 
Jon H Michael 

A.  Here is what worries me, Jon Michael. Your office is only slowly generating business. Offices very rarely generate
business; agents do. Agents need to spend up to three hours a day performing outstanding methods of generating seller
leads, overcoming their seller’s objections, and beating the competition on a listing presentation at the correct price and at
full commission. 

All of this is assuming that you are generating enough leads to find the motivated sellers and let the rest go. Average agents
work buyers. Superstars work sellers. 

Clients usually do not walk through your doors unless you have a lot of inventory. Don't ever depend on a client to do
anything or you will go broke. Get up and get some listings soon. This market will be bad for awhile, and buyers don't want to
buy like they used to. 

The only thing you should be doing is moving your inventory up until  you reach the amount of showings, cooperative
contracts, offers, and buyer calls that you need to say that "We are busy!"

Want to read more of Walter's "Ask Wally" column?
Click here for endless questions and answers that Walter posts to his website monthly.
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I was always excited to tell my prospective clients why they should consider my services!  To elevate my message above the
clamour of the numerous competitive agents, I constantly sought groups of clients with special needs who were grouped
using specific criteria.  As the criteria became more unique, there was less competition!  If the criteria were specific, I could
custom-design services for these special potential clients.  For my twenty-six year career, I loved finding groups of people
who needed me.

Many niche marketing agents use geographical criteria for grouping their clients and their needs; however these "farmed"
clients were easy to research and did not have many special needs except those shared by being within certain geographical
boundaries.  The competition from other agents was fierce!  Finding groups of prospective clients based upon their use of
real estate or their social leanings allowed me to design custom services that really excited them to pick up the phone and
call me.  Rather than telling them how great I thought I was (feature selling), I suggested what I could do for them (benefit
selling).  When I discovered their "hot button," my “phone button” lit up!

My effort in researching special groups and offering them services my competition did not, allowed me to minimize my
contact cost because I had fewer numbers, but increased my closings because I had better quality leads.  When I delivered
on the needs of my clients, my relationships were more customized and sincere!

Some examples of my niches and the respective benefits I provided are as follows:

1. Mature homeowners in homes over 2000 square feet: I researched them by using a combination of list brokers and the
local tax records.  Their hot button was buying down into a more secure home, with smaller yards at lower interest rates and
freeing up some equity to re-invest.

2. Four-plex owners: these owners have all the challenges of management and have high values because of preferential
financing available on 1-4 units.  If I move them to larger sets of units, the economies of scale come into effect at lower per
unit prices.  This is all accomplished via a 1031 Tax-Deferred Exchange so that gain is deferred.  This is easily researched
using the tax records.

3. Your church or service organization: These potential clients are easy to find.  They are familiar with you and are very
happy to see that 20% of the commission earned on every transaction goes to a local school or whatever the organization
sponsors as a “pet” project.

4. Attorneys in your town have all been chronicled in the phone book: They love your free lists of comps, inventory,
rental estimates, forms, and investment advice for their clients.  Contact them with a postcard.  You can also let them know
you are available as an expert witness.

5. Colleges have housing problems.  If they are enlightened enough to sell or give you their students’ parent's addresses
or emails, you can ease those problems. Suggest to the parents the advantages of buying an inexpensive condo, i.e.: the tax
benefits, appreciation potential, sub-leasing to roommates, and the free real life course in “Ownership 101” to their college-
bound child.

Whether you choose to phone them, email them, or send them to your website, you will be contacting an interested group
who needs your assistance.  Contacting potential clients with real help to real problems is fun and less tiring than cold
calling, door knocking, or any shotgun approach.

For twenty-six years I imagined the demographics I could help, made sure it was profitable, perfected the approach, and then
delegated the system to someone who would work for less than I was earning.  

Walter Sanford was one of the top real estate agents in North America for nearly thirty years, and now, he is one of the most
requested speakers, trainers, and coaches. He has authored twelve systems and books on checklists, pro-active lead
generation, affiliate lead generation, plus others mentioned in this article. You can hire Walter or buy his products by visiting
his website for more details at www.waltersanford.com, by calling 815-929-9258, or emailing Walter at
walter@waltersanford.com. 
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